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The Internet has become integral to the way people live, work, and play. It is also a 

cesspool of cyberattacks, many of which are delivered to people through everyday 

use of the browser and clicking on links in email. Unfortunately, simply moving 

traditional cybersecurity solutions to the cloud does not work. No browser is 

immune from vulnerabilities. In fact, browsers are becoming less secure as they 

grow more sophisticated and advanced to support increasingly dynamic web 

content. Users are no longer content to view static websites. They want to interact 

with content, requiring complex functionality and plug-ins that remain vulnerable 

to cyberattacks. In addition, business today is much more reliant on powerful 

web apps and Software as a Service (SaaS) platforms that deliver core business 

functions.

Traditional Cybersecurity Solutions Fall Short
Detect and Respond Is Broken: Today’s cybersecurity threats move too fast 

for even the most robust threat intelligence service, and making an allow-or-

block decision at the point of click produces too many false positives. This allows 

malicious attackers to sneak in under the radar and gain a foothold on end users’ 

devices, while preventing users from accessing relevant web content they need to 

do their jobs.

Scaling Is Cost Prohibitive: SaaS platforms, rich media websites, and powerful 

web apps require constant connectivity to users’ devices, but the explosion in 

traffic puts enormous pressure on network connectivity and bandwidth. Scaling 

security appliances to provide local Internet breakouts on a global level is simply 

not something that can be done easily or cost effectively.

Lack of Visibility into Web Browsing Creates Risk: Another problem occurs 

when the traditional hub-and-spoke security architecture attempts to decrypt 

HTTPS websites—a protocol that 90 percent of current websites use. Appliances 
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and traditional security solutions simply cannot handle the increased load 

caused by the advanced encryption techniques that HTTPS uses, preventing 

organizations from gaining visibility into HTTPS traffic to identify and block 

malicious content.

Security without Compromise
Secure Internet  from Menlo Security powered by an Isolation Core™ provides 

a ubiquitous and separate security layer in the cloud. It’s here where malicious 

traffic is blocked, while all other traffic is isolated far from the end user’s device. 

It doesn’t matter if there’s a known or unknown vulnerability on the endpoint, 

because no content—whether malicious or not—is executed on users’ browsers.

Menlo Security provides fast, secure access to web apps and SaaS platforms 

without having to deploy an extensive and expensive network of security 

appliances. Delivered and scaled through the cloud, the solution acts as a cloud 

proxy with robust security features such as URL filtering, bandwidth control, 

and reporting, while an “isolate everything” default policy provides 100 percent 

malware-free browsing.

Realize the Transformational Promises of the 
Cloud
Secure Internet from Menlo Security powered by an Isolation Core™ solves 

today’s cybersecurity issues by separating the enterprise network from the 

public web while providing seamless, unrestricted access to the Internet. It also 

provides the most granular visibility and control of users, data, and applications. 

To find out how Menlo Security can provide your company with protection against 

cyberattacks, visit menlosecurity.com or contact us at ask@menlosecurity.com.
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